
 

Ff Fight Omega

in order to prevent omega from using meteor, the player must use an attack that goes through omega's armor. the most effective is a fire 3. it's extremely rare to actually get an
omega to go through fire 3, so it's also possible to use water 3 to counter meteor. one way to win is to use thunder 3 to hit omega. this combo may only work once per round, but
it will hit with a near-100% success rate. if a thunder 3 user in the party does not have thunder 3, the thunder 4 option can be used instead. it will hit with a slightly lower rate, but
it will cost a thunder 5, which usually can be more easily used. the party is dealt 15 damage from terra break, and from it receives only a single hp. however, if omega is defeated
before gravija, the party will be given a quick opportunity to cast another limit break, and the damage received from terra break will be halved. this will not be the case in the case

of an unmodified full boost. terra break is omega's special attack. it is a powerful physical attack that deals substantial damage and allows for weak characters to receive an
instant kill. this is the enemy's second-to-last attack, and is vital to defeating omega. terra break is a special move that deals substantial damage to the player and allows weak
characters to receive an instant kill. this is the enemy's second-to-last attack, and is vital to defeating omega. omega uses it to teleport to the floor, and then proceed to attack
the player with its unique attacks. this is a high-risk, high-reward strategy as omega's next attack will always be gravija, which will deal massive damage to those caught in its

wake.

Ff Fight Omega

the party is dealt 10 damage from gravija, and from it receives only a single hp. however, if omega is defeated before gravija, the party will be given a quick opportunity to cast
another limit break, and the damage received from gravija will be halved. this will not be the case in the case of an unmodified full boost. gravija is omega's special attack. it is a
powerful physical attack that deals massive damage to the player and allows for weak characters to receive an instant kill. this is the enemy's last attack and is vital to defeating
omega. gravija is a special move that deals massive damage to the player and allows for weak characters to receive an instant kill. this is the enemy's last attack and is vital to
defeating omega. omega uses it to teleport to the floor, and then proceed to attack the player with its unique attacks. this is a high-risk, high-reward strategy as omega's next
attack will always be megido flame, which will deal massive damage to those caught in its wake. the party is dealt 15 damage from megido flame, and from it receives only a

single hp. however, if omega is defeated before megido flame, the party will be given a quick opportunity to cast another limit break, and the damage received from megido flame
will be halved. this will not be the case in the case of an unmodified full boost. megido flame is omega's special attack. it is a powerful physical attack that deals massive damage

to the player and allows for weak characters to receive an instant kill. this is the enemy's second-to-last attack, and is vital to defeating omega. 5ec8ef588b
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